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• CHAPTER 1 •

Meet super boy who was born on Mars.His parents had 
just had a baby.It’s a long story ,so here goes.....

A happy couple on mars was looking at their baby .      

When the dad saw an meteor, he sent the baby of to the 
other world.When he ran into the earth his ship blew up 
in a huge explosion.During the explosion he got his 
power and had survived.
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• Copywright •



I  would like to dedicate this book to Discovery Tech the best 
camp in the world I love the technology I was making a movie and I 
made a book related to you can watch the movie on viemo.com/
channels/discoverytech it will be called THE FREEZE!
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•Dedication•



One day after the explosion a couple  went to the 
site.The lady said, “What happened here?”The 
man said it looks like a explosion happened.Then 
they saw a baby boy.The lady said, “Lets take him 
home.

That’s how he got his parents on the earth.
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• 
Where was he raised?
 
.He was raised in a small cabin in the 
desert
.Once he was 8, his family moved to a 
huge city. 



.This is 
the area he crashed in

1o years later in a dark basement........
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• Section 2 •
Super Kid had a secret watch 
that would tell him if there was 
crime this would help him find 
out about crimes.
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A Evil Pirate called pirate villain  was going to freeze the world!Meanwhile at Super Kids house he was reading in his his living 
room when his watch started beeping.He looked HOLY MOLY MOM!He lied, so his mom would say yes, I can go to my friends 
house.And guess what she said of course.He said YAY. While running down the street he thought, finally this is my chance to save 
the world.Just as the villain was arming her invention.Super boy flies in to the basement he used his powers to push back the 
pirate the sword flew in the air Super Boy caught it and used it to reflect the laser it hit her and she was frozen.2 hours later she 
unfroze. Where am I Super Boy chuckled? You are in jail FOR LIFE!Then he flew away he had a speech to make.At his speech he  
said, “I here by declare that the world will never be threatened to be frozen again.”We shall have a party and hopefully nobody will 
come back if they do we will stand in there way.SO LETS GET THIS PARTY STARTED!
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epilogue 

After his speech when he was in his room he looked at his mirror
and saw his parents from Mars. His dad said, “Son, you where born on Mars just
as you were born there was a meteor so we sent you off to the other world to fight

crime. We died by the meteor and are proud of you I hope you can continue.
Then his mom said, “We love you, bye!” please continue
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Meet the author

Hello my name is Anthony Monaco I have a brother and a sister.I live in 
NC and enjoy art,gardening, and history
I know space facts that most people dont even know in 2015 a probe 
should reach pluto to get better pictures.There is a space launch area in 
china called Jaxa.
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Trailer for the movie

This is the movie coming out in fall 2012

THE FREEZE trailer


